At Night I Fly
Meeting Spoon Jackson
Though Poetry and Prison

Calls from Solano State Prison

The Hosts
Spoon Jackson grew up off of Route-66 in the Mojave desert in Barstow CA.
42-years ago when he was 19 he killed a man and was given a life sentence. In the
1980’s Spoon was given the chance to take a poetry class. This led to him becoming a
poet, staring in Waiting for Godot, becoming a journalist, publishing poetry books
and a memoir, collaborating with Ani DiFranco, and cultivating friends and
supporters like Samuel Beckett, Gloria Steinem, and Bill Erwin.
Matthew Schneeman is a journalist from Minnesota. White, not incarcerated,
twenty-five years Spoons junior, and from a place known for lakes and snow Matthew
seems to be the opposite of Spoon. But they are the same in other ways. ‘We both got
that awe, that wonder…’ Spoon said regarding their similarities.
When asked why Matthew wanted to do a show with Spoon that focused on his
poetry he said,
… at some point Spoon became a real person to me. Prison stories, sympathy
-- that didn’t make him real. What made him real was when he told me
about his love for birds, Star Trek, or when he did transcendental
meditation with Carlos Santana … and his poetry, of course. That’s what
made me see him as an actual person.

At Night I Fly
At Night I Fly is show by producer Matthew Schneeman and incarcerated poet Spoon
Jackson. We’ve already produced the episodes, so now we’re just looking for a home.
Part Ear Hustle part Mystery Show part Planet Money every episode of this
limited series starts with Spoon reading one of his poems. Maybe you like it, maybe you
don’t. We then dive into the story-behind-the-poem though conversations, field pieces,
and interviews. At the end Spoon re-reads the poem and this time - god damn it - maybe
you do like it.
The pitch is to get people who don’t like poetry into poetry, but really it’s
about humanizing someone who is in a dehumanizing place. Spoon’s incarceration
hovers over the show, but we focus on his work and life. Ironically, by not focusing on
prison when we do talk about prison it’s much more real because it involves a person
you’ve gotten to know.
It’s a show that uses poetry to talk about philosophy to talk about prison.
* Spoon and matthew are the same height.

Format
• 8 Episodes with 3 mini-episodes.
• 20-minutes long.
• Phone conversations with produced
field pieces.
• Excerpts from Spoon’s memoir By
Heart his plays.
• Music contributions from an array
of Spoon’s collaborators like Ani
DiFranco and Stefan Säfsten.
●

Sound Design

●

Poetry Readings with
Original Music

●

Mini Docs

Episodes
Each Episode is named after one of Spoon’s Works
●
Real: This episode features some of Spoon’s
collaborators. Jamie Foxx (a strange story), Ani
DiFranco, a Swedish noise musician, and more.
●
Common Sight: Spoon tells the story about how he
helped raise some geese. Matthew visits NYC’s Wild Bird
Fund and does some armchair birding with his
grandmother before her death.
●
Forgive: Spoon talks about hunting pigeons growing
up. Matthew interviews someone that hunts pigeons in
NYC. Matthew then tries himself to kill a pigeon in city
limits.
●
Fat King: Spoon and his brother Abe talk about the joys and pains of growing up in the desert with a mean dad.
●
Longer Ago: Spoon talks about why he loves Star Trek and Matthew visits a queer Star Trek fan club in Time Square.
●
Alien: Spoon and Matthew perform an excerpt from a play Spoon wrote. Matthew does a field piece on movers and masculinity.
●
Paws for Life: Spoon reflects on a animal shelter program he did, his time performing with the musician Common, and
Matthew visits a doggy day-care and spa.
●
Ode to the Fly: Features a field piece on the Corpse Flower.
●
MINI-EPISODES: Questions about prison for Spoon, Spoon’s marriage to a Swede, and Matthew makes a drink Spoon made
up in a poem (white wine, whiskey, and olives ...yuck?)

Promo and Sizzle
Sizzle
Here’s an excerpt from of the
beginning of the episode Fat King.
It’s not our splashiest episode but it
represents the show the well.
Originally the show was made for a
small community of prison rights
advocates. This is a promo we made
for that kickstarter.
Here’s a link to the music we made
for the show.
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